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Live boards are the best way by which the pristine dive site can be accessed. From the 100â€™s of
Maldives and red sea live boards the best live boards are chosen from the planet. Malaysia,
Galapagos, Sudan and Indonesia are the destination of the live boards which are haul dive. Around
the world they are expert in the dive tours which are made by Tailor and known as tailor made dive
tours. Maldives live boards are the best way to dive. From the islands the most isolated sites can be
reached with the help of the day boats. For different lengths of time unlike the red sea, the live
boards are operated in the Maldives and also the divers are permitted to select between the 14
nights, 12 nights, 10 nights and 7 nights. To find the â€œholy grailâ€• of pelagics there are special safaris
for whale and manta. In many countries these creatures which are known as the sought-after
creatures are very popular and famous but they are the local inhabitants of Maldives.

Maldives diving is also very famous in many countries and it is enjoyed by most of the people. There
is a large number of ships from which the divers can be select one ship that can provide them the
eventual comfort. For a traveler who is single the live board is the best and comfortable option. The
reason behind this is that on board it is very social and by doing this you can get a lot of new friends
and you canâ€™t be alone till the end of your trip. You can enjoy with your friends. There are no
mosquitoes on a live board and a cool breeze of ocean can comfort you and your mind completely.
In Maldives the diversâ€™ paradise can be experienced very easily. To male every week many flights
from London re operated and these flights are non-stop.

It is very important to have certain things in your mind when you are doing the Maldives diving or
living on a live board and the things are as following.

1.	Log book

2.	Validity of six months on your passport

3.	Insurance of dive

4.	Dive computer

5.	SMB(Surface Marker Bony

The safety, Comfort and style is offered by the red sea and the Maldives diving can be experienced
by you. The mix of practicality and luxury can be provided by the fleet sail from Hughada, Marsa
Alam and Portghalib in Egyptian red sea. The chefs who are outstanding on the live boards prepare
the food which is fresh and of high quality and from the suppliers who are local and from there all
the ingredients are sourced. A large number of towels and toweling robe is also provided from the
comfort of the customer and for the sun deck a different beach towel is provided. In the industry the
dives guides are very friendly and they are expert in their areas like underwater photography and
marine biology. They also provide you the important information about the divers and dives and also
helps you in improving your skills in the field in which you have the interest.
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James Brukens - About Author:
One of the best way to access the more pristine dive site is by dive liveaboard. Here at Planet we
have selection of the very best dive live-aboards from 100's of a maldives diving & a  maldives
Liveaboard  Maldives Liveaboard to long haul dive destinations such as The Galapagos, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Sudan and may more.
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